Energy-neutral Internet of Things requires freeing embedded devices from batteries and powering them from ambient energy. Ambient energy is, however, unpredictable and can only power a device intermittently. Therefore, the paradigm of intermittent execution is to save the program state into non-volatile memory frequently to preserve the execution progress. In task-based intermittent programming, the state is saved at task transition. Tasks are fixed at compile time and agnostic to energy conditions. Thus, the state may be saved either more often than necessary or not often enough for the program to progress and terminate. To address these challenges, we propose Coala, an adaptive and efficient task-based execution model. Coala progresses on a multi-task scale when energy permits and preserves the computation progress on a sub-task scale if necessary. Coala’s specialized memory virtualization mechanism ensures that power failures do not leave the program state in non-volatile memory inconsistent. Our evaluation on a real energy-harvesting platform not only shows that Coala reduces runtime by up to 54% as compared to a state-of-the-art system, but also it is able to progress where static systems fail.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Advances in processor efficiency along with the development of energy-harvesting systems have created a new category of devices that require neither a battery nor a tethered power supply [40, 55, 63]. These devices operate using ambient energy, such as radio-frequency transmissions [19], light [46, 47], and vibration [20]. Incorporating compute, storage, sensing, and communication hardware [14, 51, 76], such devices are a promising technology for use in the Internet of Things [35], in-body [49] and on-body [5] medical systems, and energy-harvesting nano-satellites [14, 45]. Energy-harvesting devices create unique challenges, because they operate intermittently when energy is available [29, 40]. An energy-harvesting device buffers energy in a small storage capacitor [21, 23] and operates when a threshold amount of energy has accumulated. Harvestable energy sources are low-power (e.g., nW to µW) compared to a platform’s operating power level (hundreds of µW to mW). A device operates briefly until it depletes its buffered energy, after which, it shuts down and recharges to operate again later—corresponding to the intermittent execution model [40, 41] composed of operation-power failure-restart cycles. The recharge and discharge intervals—which correspond to the device’s inactive and active time—vary depending on the underlying hardware, such as the size of the energy buffer [14], and energy conditions. For example, some devices discharge and restart ≈10 to ≈100 times per second [42, 57, 66].

Upon power failures, a device loses the volatile state in its registers, stack, and SRAM and retains the state of any non-volatile memory, such as FRAM. While capturing periodic checkpoints [33, 57] and sleep scheduling [3, 4, 8] help preserve execution progress, failures can leave non-volatile state incorrect, partially updated. These inconsistencies cause intermittent execution to deviate from continuously-powered behavior, leading to an unrecoverable application failure [11, 41]. Prior work developed two main approaches to deal with data inconsistency for intermittently-powered devices: (i) software-based programming and execution models [12, 43, 73] and (ii) hardware-based architectural support [29, 42, 48]. Complex hardware architectural changes are expensive to design, verify, and manufacture. New hardware architectures are also inapplicable to existing systems [29, 42]. Software approaches are simpler and applicable to existing devices today. Therefore, this work focuses on software approaches. In particular, we address the key limitation of task-based programming and execution model, that is the inflexibility and energy-unawareness of statically decomposing a program into tasks.

Drawbacks of Static Task Decomposition. Task-based programming and execution models require a programmer [12, 43, 54] or a compiler [2] to statically decompose a program into a collection of tasks. Tasks, top-level functions, can include arbitrary computation that should be executed despite arbitrarily timed power failures. The programmer (or a compiler) explicitly expresses task-to-task control flow. Figure 1 (left) illustrates how a program’s tasks execute and shows how task transitions can affect runtime. At each transition, the system incurs an overhead to track and atomically commit modifications to the non-volatile memory to maintain consistency of program state [12, 43]. The more task transitions a program requires, the more commit overhead is incurred by the system at runtime. A programmer may thus create very large tasks in an attempt to reduce task transitions overhead. However, a large task may require more energy to complete than a device’s fixed hardware energy buffer can hold, which may lead to a task non-termination problem (Figure 1, right). To eliminate this risk, existing systems require the programmer to decompose a program into small tasks to preserve execution progress. These constraints on task sizing lead to the following dilemma: Should large tasks be used that are efficient but risk non-termination or small tasks that are guaranteed to complete but incur a high task transition and commit overhead?
Challenges and Contributions. We introduce Coala\(^1\): a new task-based system that employs adaptive task size execution by task coalescing and splitting. By means of this novel technique, small tasks can be executed efficiently by trimming unnecessary overhead dynamically, meanwhile avoiding the risk of non-termination. Coala accepts any static decomposition and it coalesces (groups) tasks or splits them (see again Figure 1) based on the estimated energy availability without demanding any hardware support. To the best of our knowledge, Coala is the only system that eliminates restructuring and re-compilation of applications considering a device’s energy buffer—enabling energy-storage independency for the applications, while keeping execution efficient.

The unique contributions of Coala in relation to challenges of task-based systems revealed by this work are listed below.

C1 Overcoming Task Transition Overhead: Given unpredictable incoming energy, how do we save computation state at task transitions as rarely as possible? Coala tries to minimize task transition overhead by estimating energy conditions at runtime using recent execution history as a metric.

C2 Dynamic Memory Consistency Handling: Merging static tasks on the fly creates the need for dynamic memory consistency handling. This leads to the second challenge: How should we dynamically detect data dependencies across coalesced tasks and ensure efficient protection against power interrupts? Coala addresses this challenge by relying on its novel Virtual Memory Manager (VMM). The VMM performs real-time dependency tracking to enable protection on a task transition. Individual variables tracking, however, slows down a system dramatically. Therefore, the VMM keeps memory consistent through privatizing pages and optimizes bulk shared-data transfer through Direct Memory Access (DMA).

C3 Ensuring Task Termination: A static task decomposition model assumes that each task can execute to completion. If the hardware energy buffer provides inadequate energy to execute each task to completion, then a program will not terminate [13]. This leads to a third challenge: How do we enable the dynamic execution model to progress on a sub-task level? To avoid non-termination under adverse energy conditions, Coala uses a timer-based partial task commit mechanism. Partial execution avoids non-termination by committing the intermediate state of a long-running task that has repeatedly failed and restarted.

To asses the benefits of Coala over existing task-based systems, we implemented and tested six benchmarks on a real energy-harvesting platform. Our evaluation shows that Coala reduces runtime overhead by up to 54% and solves task non-termination problem where existing static task-based systems fail.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on intermittent computing. Section 3 illustrates an overview of Coala. Section 4 describes Coala’s task adaptation

---

\(^1\)Coala’s source code is accessible via https://github.com/TUDSSL/Coala.
mechanism. The virtual memory manager immune to power interruptions is explained in Section 5. Implementation details of Coala are given in Section 6. Sections 7 and 8 describe Coala’s evaluation methodology and results, respectively. Section 9 positions Coala in the context of related work and Section 10 concludes our work.

2 INTERMITTENT COMPUTING: BACKGROUND

2.1 Energy Harvesting Systems

Energy harvesting devices operate using energy extracted from ambient sources, e.g., radio-frequency transmissions, light. These devices elide tethered power and batteries, instead collecting energy into a capacitor, operating when sufficient charge accumulates, and turning off for recharge upon depletion of the buffer. There are several energy harvesting battery-less platforms. For instance, computational RFIDs include open-source TI MSP430-based [69] WISP [51] (with its variants such as WISPCam [50], NFC-WISP [77] or NeuralWISP [30]), Moo [76], and commercial ones such as Medusa [17]. Other platforms include ambient backscatter tag [39, 44, 52] or battery-less phone [65]. Coala is designed for the demands of existing and future tiny embedded energy-harvesting platforms based around general purpose, commodity computing components [62, 71]. Coala targets a device with a memory system that has fast, byte-addressable volatile and non-volatile memory; in particular, our target platform, WISP [62], is equipped with a mixture of SRAM and FRAM. Coala leverages hardware support for fast bulk-copying between memories via DMA [71]. Coala does not require architectural additions to commodity processors as in [29, 33, 42, 64].

2.2 Intermittent Execution

Software running on an energy-harvesting device executes intermittently, because power sources are not always available to harvest and buffer sufficient operational energy. An intermittent execution is composed of operating periods interspersed with power failures [12, 41, 43, 73]. The charge-discharge cycle of a device depends on the size of the device’s energy storage buffer (a larger buffer allows longer operating periods), current consumption, and incoming power.

A power failure clears volatile state (e.g., registers and SRAM) while non-volatile memory (e.g., FRAM) persists. Upon power failure, control flows to a prior point in the execution: By default, to the beginning of main(). Early intermittent systems preserved progress by periodically checkpointing volatile execution context to non-volatile memory [57]. Some of the more recent systems requiring hardware support to checkpoint include [3, 4, 7, 33, 48], Table 1 summarizes the data that get copied to and from the non-volatile memory in service of memory consistency and progress preservation. Checkpointing volatile state alone does not ensure data consistency when the system can directly manipulate non-volatile memory [56]. Precisely, data can get inconsistent when code includes a write-after-read (WAR) dependency between operations that manipulate non-volatile memory. Figure 2 illustrates how a program state can become inconsistent in an intermittent execution using a simple example of an average operation over an array of integers. The non-volatile variable sum introduces the WAR, being read and written sequentially by the increment operation. If a power failure occurs right before updating the non-volatile index i (Figure 2(b), Line 6), then sum gets erroneously incremented twice consecutively by the same array element (Figure 2(b), Lines 5 and 8).

2.3 Task-based Intermittent Programming

Task-based execution models [12, 41, 43] ask the programmer to decompose their program into tasks, which are regions of code that can contain arbitrary computation, sensing, and communication. Task-based models progress at the granularity of tasks. They re-execute each
Fig. 2. WAR dependency example. NV marks non-volatile variables, checkpoint() is a checkpoint of volatile state.

Table 1. The Content of a Checkpoint of a Variety of Intermittent Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Data Copied to/from NVRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mementos [57]</td>
<td>Registers + Stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DINO [41]</td>
<td>Registers + Stack + WAR NV variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain [12]</td>
<td>PC + NV variables used in task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca [43]</td>
<td>PC + WAR NV variables used in task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratchet [73], Clank [29]</td>
<td>Registers (requires NV main memory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region Formation [2]</td>
<td>Registers + Updated variables in task</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

task interrupted by a power failure until it successfully finishes, only then moving on to the next task. Since these models do not rely on capturing an expensive checkpoint, they are usually faster than the checkpoint-based solution [12, 43]. Coala also follows the paradigm of the task-based programming model, where the programmer explicitly expresses the application as a sequence of tasks and the transitions between them. However, unlike previous task-based execution models, Coala’s execution model exploits the harvested-while-executing energy to reduce the overhead of protecting an application against power failures.

Task-based models also suffer from data inconsistencies when WAR dependencies are involved. Prior systems tried to tackle this problem by a compiler-automated redo-logging for the variables that are part of the dependency [43] or by statically creating multiple copies of the problematic variable to ensure that no task reads and writes the same copy [12].

2.4 Costs of Previous Models

Compiler-inserted checkpoints or programmer-defined tasks can be both non-terminating and/or inefficient. If a task (or code between two checkpoints) consumes more than the fixed, maximum energy that a device can buffer, then the task will never be able to complete using buffered energy only. Such a task is non-terminating, prevents forward progress, and makes the program deadlock. If the task consumes far less energy than what a device can buffer, then the system may operate inefficiently, saving the program state more often than needed. Avoiding excessively costly, non-terminating tasks and short, high-overhead tasks is challenging, because estimating the exact energy use of an arbitrary code is complicated. Moreover, when heterogeneous devices with different energy buffers (e.g., 20 µF [59] to 0.1 F [76]) are considered, the challenge of approximating the optimal task size becomes much harder, because a large task on one device may become a
small task on a device with a larger buffer. Furthermore, even when the energy buffer size is fixed, favorable energy conditions extend intermittent systems uptime, as the amount of energy being harvested while the device is on becomes not negligible. Static intermittent systems ignore this fact, while Coala takes advantage of it by coalescing a longer sequence of tasks, reducing task transitions overhead, which speeds up execution of the application.

Prior systems required additional hardware to monitor the voltage level in the energy buffer \[4\]. When the voltage level drops below a certain level, application execution is terminated and the computation progress is saved to non-volatile memory. Monitoring the voltage level, however, consumes energy, and allocating sufficient amount of energy (but no more) for saving the computation progress can be complicated \[3\]. Coala’s approach is hardware independent; therefore, it is generic. Coala’s runtime coalesces (merges) multiple static tasks to amortize the overhead when tasks are too small and splits a task when it is too large to complete on a single buffer charge. This on-demand task adaptation feature of Coala facilitates code portability between intermittent heterogeneous devices.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Coala is a new programming and execution model that supports adaptive task-based execution and eliminates restructuring and re-compilation of applications considering the device’s energy buffer. Coala addresses the challenges given in Section 2 by making task-based intermittent applications portable in the sense of different energy storage sizes while keeping their execution efficient. Figure 3 shows an overview of Coala.

Programming and Execution Model. To use Coala, a programmer must (i) convert a plain C code into tasks by encapsulating the code in a top-level set of functions, (ii) sequence the control-flow between these tasks, and (iii) annotate memory accesses that manipulate task-shared data. Then, they compile and link the code against Coala’s runtime, producing a Coala-enabled binary. The runtime relies on Coala’s novel adaptive task scheduler to adapt its execution to the energy conditions. Facilitating efficient task adaptation requires dynamic memory protection, which Coala’s virtual memory manager handles through page privatization.

Adaptive Task Scheduler. Coala’s adaptive task scheduler (ATS) makes energy-aware scheduling decisions to group tasks together or split a task. By coalescing tasks Coala amortizes commit and transition costs, and by splitting a task, after it repeatedly failed to complete, it avoids the task non-termination problem. The scheduler uses its recent execution history, which is independent of the hardware, as a metric to estimate energy availability and eventually to decide on the coalesced task size. Section 4 describes ATS.
Virtual Memory Manager. Coala virtual memory manager (VMM) is the key enabler to ensure memory consistency while coalescing tasks. VMM allows applications to interface with only fast volatile memory pages and privatizes the pages demanded by a coalesced task to solve a novel data consistency problem; namely task coalescing-induced WAR dependencies. VMM achieves page privatization by keeping all page modifications in non-volatile memory on a coalesced task transition. Section 5 explains VMM.

4 TASK ADAPTATION

Coala’s design includes a novel task scheduler. It uses efficient, energy-aware task coalescing to amortize static task overheads and a timer-based task-splitting mechanism to avoid non-termination of tasks too long for a device’s energy buffer.

4.1 Task Coalescing

When a device’s buffered energy is sufficient to run multiple tasks without a power failure, committing state after each task is unnecessary overhead. Coala reduces this overhead by coalescing a sequence of tasks and deferring commit operations for all tasks to the end of the sequence. In general, committing involves moving state manipulated by a task into its permanent location in non-volatile memory. In particular, Coala’s commit procedure copies dirty pages of memory that a task updated from fast, volatile working memory to slower, non-volatile main memory. We defer the details of paging privatization and commit to Section 5. An effective coalescing strategy must be aggressive enough, attempting to coalesce a large number of tasks to amortize commit overhead. However, it must also be conservative enough, coalescing only as many tasks as will execute to completion given certain energy conditions, reducing the risk of re-execution penalty for long coalesced tasks.

4.1.1 Generic Design of Task Coalescing Strategies. Algorithm 1 shows the general structure of a coalescing strategy. In the algorithm, C (coalescing target) is total number of static tasks that Coala will next attempt to coalesce. $T_i$ is the $i$th task executed since the last power failure. $H$ (history) is the total number of tasks executed since the last power failure. $W_i$ is the weight of a task. A task’s weight is an arbitrary quantity associated with the task that represents its cost in time or energy to execute. Different coalescing strategies may apply different weights to a task, e.g., $W_i = 1 \forall i$, or $W_i = \alpha E(T_i)$, where $E(T_i)$ is the average execution time of $T_i$ and $\alpha$ is a constant.

4.1.2 Task Coalescing Strategies. Different coalescing strategies adhere mainly to the template in Algorithm 1, varying in only a few characteristic operations that the algorithm leaves deliberately abstract. The reboot update function, $f_{\text{reboot}}$, updates $C$, the coalescing target, after a reboot. The
weight lookup function $f_{\text{weight}}$ returns a task’s weight. The commit update function $f_{\text{commit}}$ updates $C$ after a successful commit. The following paragraphs detail three coalescing strategies that we developed for Coala, albeit not the only possible. In fact, Coala allows programmers to design their own strategy to implement and link against Coala’s task scheduler.

**Energy-Oblivious Coalescing.** Energy-Oblivious (EO) coalescing strategy treats all tasks as having unity weight and varies the size of the coalescing target linearly. In such a scheme, the number of tasks to coalesce, $C$, increases by a constant $x$ when a coalesced sequence of tasks commits and decreases by the same constant $x$ when a coalesced sequence of tasks fails to complete, i.e., after a power failure. The characteristic operations of EO are

$$
\begin{align*}
  f_{\text{reboot}}(H, C) &= C - x, \\
  f_{\text{weight}}(T_i) &= 1, \\
  f_{\text{commit}}(C) &= C + x.
\end{align*}
$$

EO reacts slowly to the variation in the energy required to execute different tasks and to the variation in the effective quantum of energy available to the device. With the successful commit of each coalesced task sequence, $C$ increases. Eventually, the target may be too high and only a coalesced task composed of a few units will commit without interruption by a power failure. The strategy then linearly decreases $C$, eventually reaching a value that allows completion. A key limitation of this algorithm lies in the equality of the target decrease in $f_{\text{reboot}}$ and the increase in $f_{\text{commit}}$. Let us assume $x = 1$. If, after $k$ successful commits, the target must decrease to its original value $C - k$ due to an energy drop, then EO requires $k$ successive reboots to progress.

**Energy-Guided Coalescing.** The Energy-Guided (EG) coalescing strategy adapts its coalescing target more quickly, to adhere to changes in energy conditions, addressing a key limitation of the EO. It uses its recent execution history, $H$, to estimate energy availability and alters its target accordingly. The EG algorithm is characterized by the following functions:

$$
\begin{align*}
  f_{\text{reboot}}(H, C) &= \lceil \rho H \rceil, \\
  f_{\text{weight}}(T_i) &= 1, \\
  f_{\text{commit}}(C) &= \lceil \gamma C \rceil,
\end{align*}
$$

where $\rho, \gamma \in [0, 1]$. By relying on the history of execution EG eliminates the problem of frequent power failures on a single coalesced task. In fact, at each reboot, EG will conservatively try to coalesce only a fraction ($\rho$) of tasks that had successfully completed during the last power cycle. Figure 4 illustrates a snapshot of the operation of EG, with $\rho = \gamma = 0.5$. The figure shows two power cycles following a power cycle (not shown in the picture) whose execution history is $H = 4$. Based on that, $C$ is initially set to 2 and then decreases to 1. Once the value of $C$ reaches one, EG is expecting a power failure, justifying the conservative approach. After the reboot, EG uses the most recent history $H = 8$ to set $C = 4$ and continue execution.

**Weighted Energy-Guided Coalescing.** The Weighted Energy-Guided (WEG) coalescing strategy accounts for non-uniform energy and time costs of a program’s tasks when setting $C$. Each different task in the program consumes a different amount of energy to run to completion. The EO and
Fig. 5. Anatomy of Coala coalescing. A snapshot of measured data showing how Coala coalesces static tasks. Coala starts with a big coalesced task and shrinks it gradually as the risk of a power failure increases. Assuming an energy buffer is large enough for any single static task or an ability to split a static task (see Section 4.2), eventually the task sequence becomes short enough to complete, because after every reboot the execution always resumes with a full energy buffer. T stands for task code execution and C for commit or power cut.

EG coalescing strategies assume that each task has the same cost: For these strategies, C simply corresponds to a target count of tasks to coalesce, regardless of the individual cost of each task. However, if one task executes for 10 s and another executes for 1 s, counting tasks misjudges the amount of work in the coalesced tasks (and the history). Instead, WEG associates a non-unity weight with each task in the program and tracks the sum of the weights of tasks in a coalesced sequence. When the sum of weights reaches C, the target, WEG commits the coalesced task. WEG is characterized the same way as EG (Equation (2)), except that \( f_{weight}(T_i) = W_i \).

Figure 5 shows a real measurement of Coala coalesced tasks. It shows how Coala coalesces aggressively when the execution is just re-started, taking advantage of the full energy buffer, and how it reduces the coalesced task gradually to minimize the risk of significant progress loss when a power fails. The average measured static task size is \( \approx 0.28 \) ms while the commit time (time needed to save the data into non-volatile memory) averages at \( \approx 0.64 \) ms. This highlights the importance of coalescing.

### 4.2 Task Downscaling

Coala uses task downscaling to make progress through a task that is too large to complete using the buffered energy. Task downscaling executes part of the long task and interrupts its execution with a partial commit, after which the long task continues. This timer-based solution is similar to the one proposed in [73]. If power fails, then the partial commit preserves the progress through the task, and execution resumes from the point of the partial commit rather than from the start of the task. Eventually, after some number of partial commits and power failures, the task will complete and execution will proceed.

**Detection of Non-terminating Tasks.** The key design issue for task downscaling is deciding when to partially commit. A task is likely to be non-terminating if it fails to run to completion twice consecutively. The second incomplete run executes after a power failure, when the device will have fully recharged its energy buffer. If a task cannot complete when executing with a full energy buffer, then Coala marks the task as non-terminating. Task downscaling violates task atomicity in a non-terminating execution, favoring continued progress over atomicity. If a programmer requires a task’s atomicity to be preserved, then they can disable task downscaling for that task or a portion of it.

### 5 MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Resolving WAR dependencies by considering static task boundaries is not sufficient to keep non-volatile memory consistent when tasks are coalesced. Not handling WAR dependencies on a
coalesced task scope introduces a new problem, which we denote as \textit{task coalescing-induced WAR dependency}. This problem is illustrated in Figure 6. Therefore, Coala implements a novel \textit{Virtual Memory Manager} (VMM) that enables safe task coalescing and ensures efficient data manipulation.

VMM overview is given in Figure 7. VMM abstracts the physical address space of the non-volatile memory (FRAM) and divides it into \textit{private} and \textit{shadow} (underlined locations are non-volatile) buffers, and each buffer is divided into pages. \textit{private} holds the consistent version of pages after each commit (and on a reboot), while \textit{shadow} enables atomic two-phase commit: it allows Coala to ensure a persistent and consistent set of non-volatile pages before copying them to \textit{private} (Section 5.3).

The VMM prohibits applications from directly accessing these buffers. Instead, it redirects any request to the \textit{working} buffer: a relatively small buffer located in the volatile memory (SRAM), which has a lower latency and energy cost to access than FRAM. It populates the \textit{working} buffer with the privatized pages from non-volatile memory requested by tasks. With the help of \textit{shadow}, the \textit{working} buffer can serve more pages than its own capacity.

When a coalesced task completes, the VMM ensures that \textit{dirty}, i.e., modified, pages are committed to FRAM and visible to subsequent tasks. If a power failure interrupts a task, then all temporary modifications to pages in \textit{working} (and \textit{shadow}) occurred after the last commit are discarded to keep data consistency. On a commit, the VMM atomically copies, through a two-phase commit, all dirty pages back into their location in the non-volatile memory.

5.1 Address Translation and Variable Access

A task must access protected non-volatile variables through Coala’s restricted memory interface. The interface includes \textit{RP(\(v\))}, to read the value of variable \(v\), and \textit{WP(\(v\))} to assign a value to variable \(v\). The implementation of \textit{RP} is shown in Algorithm 2, and \textit{WP}’s implementation is similar except that accessed page are marked as dirty. \textit{RP} and \textit{WP} operations translate a variable’s physical address in non-volatile memory into a \textit{virtual address} in \textit{working} in volatile memory. In Coala, a virtual address is composed of a \textit{page tag} that identifies the page and a \textit{page offset} that identifies a byte.

After address translation (Figure 7, Step 6), a task accesses the protected variable’s location in the volatile \textit{working} buffer (Step 7). The VMM keeps track of the page tags for the pages currently

---

**Fig. 6.** Task coalescing-induced WAR dependency (in the case of this example, at variable \(x\)). Such dynamic dependencies cannot be resolved at compile time and they break memory consistency.

**Fig. 7.** Interaction among task, memory manager, and memory buffers upon \textit{RP} and \textit{WP} and order of occurrence. Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 are conditional.
ALGORITHM 2: RP(variable v)

1: \( t \leftarrow \text{GETTAG}(v) \)
2: \( i \leftarrow \{j \mid \text{GETTAG}(\text{working}[j]) = t\} \)  \( \triangleright \) Search page
3: \( \text{if } i = \emptyset \text{ then} \)  \( \triangleright \) Variable in a resident page?
4: \( i \leftarrow \text{PAGEFAULT}(t) \)  \( \triangleright \) Swap page in
5: \( o \leftarrow \text{GETOFFSET}(v) \)
6: \( \text{return } \text{working}[i][o] \)  \( \triangleright \) Return from page

resident in the working buffer. When a task accesses a variable, it compares the variable’s page tag to tags of the pages in working (Algorithm 2, Line 2). If the accessed variable’s page tag is not found in the page buffer, then the operation incurs a page fault (Line 4). The byte is accessed in the page buffer at the index of the resident page and the variable’s page offset (Lines 5 and 6).

5.2 Page Faults and Page Swapping

When accessing a protected variable with RP or WP, the memory manager first searches the variable’s page in the working buffer (Figure 7, Step 1). If the page is not found there, then a page fault is incurred and a new page needs to be swapped in. If the working buffer is full, then a page fault on memory access requires the VMM to swap out one of the pages in the working buffer (a victim page) preserving updates made to that page. If a task modified any byte in the victim page (i.e., using WP), then the page is dirty and its changes have to be persisted to shadow in non-volatile memory (Figure 7, Step 2). If the accessed page was previously modified and swapped out since the last power failure, then the most recent version of the page is in shadow (Step 3), otherwise it has to be retrieved from private (Step 4). Finally, the page is copied to the volatile buffer (Step 5).

5.3 Atomic Two-Phase Commit of Dirty Pages

When the last task in a sequence of coalesced tasks completes, Coala must commit all dirty pages in working and shadow, copying them back to their original locations in private.

To make the commit atomic, Coala commits dirty pages in two phases, as shown in Algorithm 3. The first phase copies dirty pages from working to the non-volatile shadow (Line 4). The second phase commits pages from shadow to private (Line 12). If power fails during the first phase, then the whole commit is aborted, and the execution restarts from the most recently committed point (i.e., from the beginning of a coalesced task). If power fails in the second phase, then the commit process safely resumes on reboot. The second phase depends on some runtime metadata. The committing bit indicates that a commit is in progress and is set before the first page is committed (Line 9) and cleared after the last page is committed (Line 16). The shadowCount records the number of dirty shadow pages to be committed and the VMM clears the counter when commit completes (Line 14). The commitIndex indexes the next page to be committed (Line 11) and the VMM clears the index at the end of the phase (Line 15).

Coala’s commit is efficient, because it maintains an index of dirty pages instead of iterating through all potentially dirty pages to check their state. Another source of efficiency lies in the second phase of the commit: The VMM does not copy page content from shadow to private; instead, it swaps pointers in an indirection table that maintains the pages as a double buffer.

Memory Consistency. Coala’s paging mechanism ensures that a task only ever executes using consistent protected data. During task execution, modifications to protected data do not affect the private buffer, because a task reads and writes the volatile working buffer only, and modified pages are kept in shadow until commit. A power failure erases the contents of the working buffer, preventing a re-executing task from observing updates from a previous execution attempt.
ALGORITHM 3: Two-phase commit

1: procedure CommitPhase1
2:   for $i \in 0..|\text{working}| - 1$ do
3:     $\text{dirty}, t \leftarrow \text{TagFlag(working[i])}$
4:     if $\text{dirty}$ then
5:       $\text{shadow[Tag(working[i])]} \leftarrow \text{working[i]}$
6:       $\text{shadowList[shadowCount]} \leftarrow t$
7:       $\text{shadowCount} \leftarrow \text{shadowCount} + 1$
8:   endfor
9: endprocedure

CommitPhase2

10: procedure CommitPhase2
11:   $\text{commitIndex} \leftarrow 0$
12:   while $\text{commitIndex} < \text{shadowCount}$ do
13:     $t \leftarrow \text{shadowList[commitIndex]}$
14:     $\text{commitToPrivate(shadow[t])}$
15:     $\text{commitIndex} \leftarrow \text{commitIndex} + 1$
16:   endwhile
17:   $\text{shadowCount} \leftarrow 0$
18: endprocedure

OnBoot

19: if $\text{committing}$ then CommitPhase2
20: $\text{shadowCount} \leftarrow 0$

Clearing $\text{shadowCount}$ as part of the second phase commit (Line 15) ensures that all accesses to protected variables in subsequent tasks correctly access their consistent memory locations in private. This solves the coalescing-induced WAR dependency problem (see Figure 6 again).

5.4 Dynamic Paging in Coala

Coala asks the programmer to use its RP and WP API methods on every access to a protected variable (Section 6.1). These API invocations present a risk of high overhead, because there is a dynamic check on every read and write. Despite the risk of per-access overhead, Coala’s dynamic memory protection scheme brings several benefits over a static approach (i.e., [43]). First, the limitations of static analysis preclude some uses of pointers due to potential pointer aliasing. For example, in the presence of arbitrary pointer operations, a function call using a function pointer, or an interrupt within a task, the system cannot statically analyze the memory behavior. Second, a static approach cannot handle task coalescing, because a protected variable’s lifetime, i.e., from first use to commit, is unknown at compile time. Coala’s dynamic, per-access instrumentation supports arbitrary use of pointers and enables task coalescing.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented Coala’s programming and execution model as a runtime library and API that a programmer can use to make a plain C program intermittency-safe.

6.1 Application Programming Interface

Coala’s API adds only a few syntactic constructs to a C-based language, summarized in Table 2. New Tasks. The TASK annotation on a function declaration statically allocates a non-volatile constant variable holding a task’s weight and declares that the function is a task.
Task Transitions. NEXT_TASK marks the task to be executed after the current one and it can be invoked along any control path to dynamically determine the next task.

Protected Variables. The PV annotation on a variable statically allocates a protected non-volatile variable. The variable must then be accessed with the RP and WP API methods at runtime to ensure correct operation. The SM annotation is used to align C structure data type within a page.

Initialization. The behavior of the API method INIT is very similar to NEXT_TASK, with the addition of performing preliminary kernel initializations, including hardware setup.

Execution. The programmer passes control to Coala’s task scheduler by calling RUN after device initialization.

Partial Commit. The DISABLE_PC() and ENABLE_PC() allow a programmer to disable partial commit around certain code.

### 6.2 Initialization Procedure

On a reboot, Coala’s scheduler does a number of system level operations before executing a task. First, it updates the coalescing target according to the applied coalescing strategy. Then, it finishes any interrupted commit and clears the list of dirty shadow pages. After that, the scheduler sets the program counter to the next task to run, which Coala tracks in non-volatile memory. Before executing the task, Coala checks whether there is a partially committed task to resume, which requires Coala to restore the volatile state, including the program counter. If there is no in-progress, partially committed task, then Coala starts executing and coalescing tasks.

### 6.3 Task Coalescing

**Parameters.** Equations (1) and (2) parametrize the behavior of the coalescing strategies in terms of $x$, $\rho$, and $\gamma$. We experimented with a range of values and then used the ones that yielded the best performance: $x = 1$ (for EO) and $\rho = \gamma = 1$ (for EG and WEG).

**Weights for WEG.** The effectiveness of the WEG hinges on correctly identifying the weight of each task, which WEG assumes is statically available. Profiling the time and energy cost of tasks in a program is a difficult, orthogonal problem [2, 13]. WEG could use the result of an arbitrarily sophisticated profiling procedure. To produce a concrete result in this article, we give WEG access to a simple profile of task runtime (collected offline) using a single fixed input. WEG stores the profile in a lookup table that maps a task’s identifier to its weight, making the information available to Coala’s scheduler at runtime.
6.4 Task Downscaling

Timer Strategy. After identifying a task as likely non-terminating, Coala must decide when during the task’s execution to partially commit the task’s state. Coala sets a timer at the start of the likely non-terminating task, initializing it to a very large value (e.g., an estimate of the maximum execution time using the device’s energy buffer). If the timer expires before power fails, then Coala partially commits, retaining the timer value to use for future partial commits. If the timer does not expire before power fails, then Coala halves the timer and tries again. The exponential decrease of the timer value converges rapidly to a usable one.

Partial Commit and Task Atomicity. Some applications may prevent downscaling a task because of a need for task atomicity. For example, sampling an analog signal requires consecutive samples at a known interval, or the digitally sampled signal is meaningless. In such a case, the programmer can disable partial commit for a task or a span of code, marking the code with a pair of DISABLE_PC and ENABLE_PC annotations. These annotations respectively halt and resume the partial commit timer.

6.5 Paging

Efficiency. Coala uses address-based page tagging to make finding a variable efficient. The upper bits of a variable’s memory address identify its page, and the lower bits denote the variable’s offset in its page. The total number of pages in memory, \(P\), determines the number of tag bits, which is \(\log_2 P\). Furthermore, the VMM moves pages of data efficiently using hardware-accelerated DMA support.

Alignment. Page tagging imposes a data alignment requirement. The page size \(S\) must be a power of two. Pages must be aligned to an \(S\)-byte boundary for efficient memory access. To preserve alignment, when typedef’ing a C structure for protected variables, the programmer has to use the API method \(SM\) on all members of the structure (only when defining the structure).

Page Eviction. When a page in working has to be swapped out to make room for a newly requested one, an eviction policy has to be chosen. While we opted for the simplicity of FIFO, any other replacement policy, such as Least Recently Used, could work in its place.

We experimented with 32-, 64-, 128-, and 256-B pages, an 8-KB non-volatile \textit{shadow} buffer and an 8-KB non-volatile \textit{private} buffer, and a working buffer of 1 KB.

7 METHODOLOGY

We prototype Coala and use its API to implement a set of benchmark applications representative of the embedded domain. We build the applications and deploy the binaries onto a real energy-harvesting device.

7.1 Experimental Setup

We used three different setups to evaluate Coala: (i) an RF-powered energy-harvesting device, WISP 5.1 [51, 62], with a fixed capacitor size of 47 \(\mu\)F; (ii) an MSP-EXP430FR5969 launchpad [68] powered by a BQ25570 [67] solar power harvester that is connected to an IXYS SLMD121H04L solar cell [32] for experimenting with different energy buffers; and (iii) an MSP-EXP430FR5969 launchpad [68] that is continuously powered.

Every benchmark used in Section 8 was run repeatedly on each platform for a few minutes to ensure capturing a diverse power trace. The exact number of iterations depends on the ambient power intensity and the application itself. In our experiments, the number of complete runs ranges from 4 to 125.
Table 3. Characteristics of Benchmarks Used for Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App.</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ar</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>activity recognition using a KNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bc</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>several bitcount algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuckoo</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>Cuckoo Filter with pseudo-random values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>Dijkstra shortest path algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>Fast Fourier Transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>selection sort algorithm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WISP contains the MSP430FR5969 [69] MCU with 64 KB of non-volatile (FRAM) memory and 2 KB of volatile (SRAM) memory and was configured to 1-MHz clock speed. We powered WISP using an RF signal generator emitting a 20-dBm sinusoidal wave at 915 MHz. The signal generator was connected to the Laird RFMAX S9028PCRJ 8-dBi antenna [58]. The antenna was oriented towards and in parallel with WISP’s antenna, and no objects obstructed the path. We affixed WISP with a paper harness at the edge of a table at a height, from the table surface, of 10 cm. For distance-controlled experiments we positioned WISP at \(d = \{15, 30, 50\}\) cm from the exciter antenna. To obtain execution time, the software toggled GPIO pins at sections of the code under profile, and the Saleae [60] logic analyzer measured intervals between edges in the signal. For continuous power experiments, the execution time was measured using the clock features in TI Code Composer Studio IDE version 7.1.

7.2 Software Benchmarks

We evaluated Coala using six benchmarks that are often used in embedded systems (summarized in Table 3). All applications were compiled using MSP430 GCC [72] version 6.4.0 with \(-O1\) as optimization flag. The source code for all benchmarks is released in [10].

Comparison with Alpaca Using the GCC Compiler. We compare Coala against Alpaca [43], the state-of-the-art task-based system for intermittent computing. For a fair comparison, the task decomposition of the benchmarks is ensured to be the same for both systems. Since Alpaca’s compiler pass is implemented only for LLVM, we could not use that implementation to instrument the benchmarks and compile them with GCC. Instead, we manually performed the instrumentation done by the compiler pass. The instrumentation consists of identifying WAR dependencies and adding code and memory allocations to make a private copy of the affected variables. By compiling both systems with the same compiler (GCC), we ensure that our comparison in Section 8 is fair.

8 EVALUATION

Our evaluation quantitatively demonstrates that Coala (i) reduces memory protection overhead, (ii) improves execution speed in most cases, and (iii) is able to progress where static systems suffer from a task non-termination loop.

8.1 Characterization of Overhead

To characterize Coala’s overhead we experimented with WISP positioned at 15 cm away from the signal generator antenna. We have broken down Coala’s overhead to explain the source of its improved performance.

Overhead Reduced by Coalescing. For each coalescing strategy from Section 4 (EO, EG, and WEG) and for a baseline without coalescing (NC), we have measured the time spent on executing (i) useful
breakdown of overhead for the proposed coalescing strategies: NC (no coalescing), EO (energy-oblivious), EG (energy-guided), and WEG (weighted energy-guided). All coalescing strategies reduce total overhead and maximize useful work. EG and WEG perform better than EO.

Without coalescing enabled (NC), the execution penalty is the smallest, because the amount of work that can happen between commits and may have to be re-executed if interrupted is reduced when work from multiple static tasks is not combined. However, any gain from a reduced re-execution penalty is canceled out by the increased commit overhead that is incurred at the end of each static task. Across all benchmarks, all Coala’s coalescing strategies reduce more commit overhead than the re-execution overhead they add. This net overhead reduction is greatest in EG and WEG strategies compared to the EO strategy. We attribute this discrepancy to EO’s energy-unaware adjustment to the coalescing target. In the subsequent experiments, we focus on the better-performing EG and WEG.

Coala’s Kernel Overhead. Figure 9(a) breaks down the time spent on executing user task code versus the time spent on kernel operations. When coalescing is not enabled the commit overhead is highest. The overhead for memory accesses increases in percentage when enabling coalescing, but not in absolute terms. For both coalescing strategies (EG and WEG) accesses to protected variables constitute about 30% of the runtime overhead. Dynamic address translation necessary on each protected access is the most critical bottleneck for Coala.

Protected Memory Accesses Breakdown. Figure 9(b) breaks down protected memory accesses into three categories. Each type of protected access incurs a different overhead. Accessing the most recently used SRAM page is of the cheapest kind. Accessing a different page in SRAM has a slightly higher cost. Finally, accessing a page that needs to be swapped in from FRAM into SRAM is the most expensive. The results in the figure show that the overwhelming majority of accesses are of the cheapest kind, which motivated us to optimize this accesses in our implementation. Only cuckoo, dijkstra, and fft have non-negligible number of accesses to a different SRAM page, which is due to the larger working set and a less regular access pattern in these applications. In general, memory access patterns are shaped by the application, and the more program state is protected, the higher the rate of page swaps.

8.2 Execution Time

Having shown in Section 8.1 that coalescing reduces overhead, we now investigate the outcome of this reduction on the total execution time. We first investigate different variants of Coala and then compare the best variant to Alpaca [43]. Additionally, we compare Coala performance running with different energy buffer sizes.
Fig. 9. Coala’s internal overhead. NC, no coalescing; EG, energy-guided; WEG, weighted energy-guided.

Fig. 10. Coala’s coalescing performance. Application execution time with coalescing (EG and WEG) normalized to the execution time without coalescing (NC).

**Speedup with Coalescing.** Figure 10 shows Coala’s runtime of two coalescing strategies (EG, WEG) normalized to the runtime without coalescing (NC). The results show that all benchmarks complete faster with coalescing than without coalescing: from 25% (ar) up to 70% (sort). This speedup is a consequence of the reduced overhead demonstrated in Section 8.1. However, the magnitude of the speedup is (1) highly application-dependent and (2) largely similar across the two coalescing strategies, with the exception of fft. In some cases (bc, cuckoo, sort) WEG’s task weighting system is counter-productive. This occurs in task decompositions with energy-uniform tasks, where counting tasks disregarding their energy consumption provides an equal amount of information with a smaller effort. In fft, tasks are not uniform, and accounting for their different weights is beneficial. In fact, the lack of task energy awareness is detrimental: With EG fft runs slower than without any coalescing (NC). The speedup is highest for bc, cuckoo, dijkstra and sort, because their tasks are relatively small and are easily coalesced.
Fig. 11. Coala’s execution time normalized to Alpaca’s, for three distances from the energy source (15, 30, and 50 cm).

Table 4. Comparison of Coala Performance Running the Sort Application on Two Different Capacitor Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cap. size (μF)</th>
<th>Exp. time (s)</th>
<th>On/Off cycle</th>
<th>Coalesced task (ms)</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Runtime (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>1205</td>
<td>12.93%</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>1205</td>
<td>12.79%</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that Coala optimizes its coalesced task size based on the energy buffer size. Coalesced task refers to the length of the first coalesced task after a reboot. Exp. time shows the experiment duration, the Runs column lists the number of complete runs of the application during the experiments. Runtime is the device collective uptime needed to finish a single iteration of the sort application. On/Off cycle is the ratio of time the device was powered (On) to total experiment time.

**Benefits of Adaptive Tasks.** We now compare Coala’s performance to Alpaca [43]—a non-adaptive task-based system with tasks fixed at compile time. Figure 11 shows the average execution time of each application for Coala and Alpaca, normalized to the latter or, when not possible, to 1 s. Coala provides a performance benefit compared to Alpaca for most applications. For example, it is 54% faster than Alpaca when executing the bc application. In general, the speedup is greatest for applications with repeated WAR dependencies throughout their code, particularly involving arrays (dijkstra, fft, and sort). Coala’s VMM successfully amortizes the overhead of protecting memory that is accessed in such patterns. In applications without locality among accesses to protected variables Coala incurs overhead from memory virtualization that causes its performance to be comparable to (or worse than) Alpaca (ar, cuckoo).

Due to its static progressing behavior, Alpaca was unable to complete the fft benchmark on distances larger than 15 cm². This is marked with ∞ signs in Figure 11. Coala, however, managed to complete fft by enabling its task downscaling at 30 and 50 cm from the energy source.

**Different Capacitor Sizes.** Table 4 shows how Coala optimizes its Coalescing task size based on the amount of buffered energy at runtime. This means that applications implemented in Coala are portable across devices with different capacitor sizes without recompilation; they are also more resilient to degradation in capacitor size due to temperature and device lifetime.

We see that Coala scales up its coalesced task size with a bigger energy buffer and vice versa. This allows it to reduce the time-to-completion of the applications. For example, the sort runtime is reduced from 183 to 177 ms when the capacitor is changed from 47 to 470 μF. It should be emphasized that a device with a bigger energy buffer suffers less from power failures (but requires longer charging time). Note that while the on intervals and the off intervals are both longer for the larger capacitor, the fraction of time the device is executing the application as opposed to charging

²At distances less than 15 cm the total amount of energy available for task execution includes significant amount of energy being harvested while the device is executing in addition to the stored energy.
(On/Off Cycle column) is nearly the same across the two capacitors, because it is a function of the average input power.

Overall, Coala shows better performance than its counterpart, and it is able to overcome the big task (i.e., fft tasks) problem that static task-based systems suffer from.

8.3 Virtual Memory Performance

We characterize the performance of Coala’s virtual memory sub-system in an experiment on a continuously powered evaluation board, as described in Section 7.1.

Effect of Page Size on Runtime. Figure 12(a) shows the execution time as a function of page size (in bytes), normalized to the lowest per-application performance among the set of page sizes. The data suggest that there is a page size that minimizes execution time. The best page size is not the same for each application. Nevertheless, if a choice must be made for all applications, then 128B pages are the best option.

Effect of Page Size on Page Faults. Figure 12(b) reports the number of page faults, per application run, as a function of page size (in bytes). The smaller the page the more likely that a memory access will land outside that page and that a new page will have to be swapped in. This trend is visible for all applications, except for bc. The total amount of data accessed by bc, as well as its working set, is small. Even with the smallest page, all accesses are contained within that page, and no page fault occurs. Without any page faults to begin with, increasing the page size only yields overhead.

9 RELATED WORK

Intermittently powered Devices. There is a large body of research on energy-harvesting and ambient-powered embedded devices summarized in [31, 34, 35, 55, 61, 74]. For instance, a new
wave of embedded systems powered by radio waves is emerging [19, 30, 39, 45, 49–51, 53, 59, 70, 76, 77]. The emergence of such hardware platforms has led to the development of instrumentation, debugging, and prototyping tools for such systems [1, 11, 14, 25–27, 66].

**Checkpointing-based Systems.** Early work on energy-harvesting runtimes, such as Dewdrop [8], assumed simple computations that complete on a predictable burst of energy. Support for computation that spans power failures was first achieved with statically placed conditional checkpoints in Mementos [57]. DINO [41] addressed the consistency problem by selectively versioning non-volatile state within the checkpoints. Ratchet [73] ensured consistency by placing a checkpoint at the beginning of each idempotent region in the code. Ratchet has a similar technique to task splitting with a core difference: The checkpoint is of a fixed size, while Coala privatizes a varying number of memory pages. Clank [29] ensured consistency with custom hardware that dynamically tracks WAR dependencies in memory accesses and checkpoints on demand. The consistency problem was also approached with a combination of undo- and redo-logging in software [2]. Just-in-time checkpointing, such as Quickrecall [33] and Hibernus++ [3], eschews inconsistency by saving all volatile state immediately before a power failure and halting the execution. Unlike Coala, such systems rely on introspection hardware to monitor supply voltage and on accurate worst-case bounds on checkpoint cost.

In all of the above systems, with the exception of DINO [41], checkpoints are dynamic, i.e., the programmer does not have explicit control over the point at which the code may be resumed after power failure. Dynamic checkpointing systems make it difficult for the programmer to respect application-level atomicity constraints, such as correlating sensor readings. Checkpointing systems that copy most volatile state scale poorly as the size of volatile memory increases. QuickRecall, Clank, and Ratchet reduce the copying overhead by allocating the stack in non-volatile memory, which requires more time and energy to access than volatile memory (cf. Section 2.4) and not a viable option for off-chip non-volatile memory. In addition, QuickRecall and Clank require custom hardware.

**Task-based Systems.** Alternatives to checkpointing are recent systems based on static tasks, such as Chain [12], Alpaca [43], InK [75], and Mayfly [28]. Using static tasks, they eliminate the need to checkpoint volatile state. Using channel-based memory models [12, 28] or automatic privatization and redo-logging [43] they avoid checkpointing overheads. Moreover, task-based models facilitate respecting application-level atomicity constraints. Coala also relies on statically defined tasks to avoid checkpointing volatile state. However, unlike prior systems, Coala coalesces its statically defined tasks at runtime into more efficient dynamic tasks that adapt to changing energy conditions. Coala’s mechanism for ensuring memory consistency also differs from the channel-based [12] and privatization-based [43] mechanisms in prior systems. Coala keeps memory consistent through memory virtualization optimized for bulk accesses to task-shared data with high locality.

**Task Decomposition.** In contrast to Coala’s construction of coalesced tasks at runtime, prior work has proposed to optimize task size at compile time. CleanCut [13] program analysis statically estimates energy consumption and splits the program into tasks until all tasks consume less energy than the device can store. An alternative program analysis generates different versions of a program with different task sizes and empirically selects the best among them [2]. HarvOS [7] takes a hybrid approach that uses a program analysis to place a minimal number of conditional checkpoints that test the energy level at runtime before copying state, like Mementos [57]. Unlike Coala, such compiler-based approaches face the challenge of statically predicting energy consumption of arbitrary input-dependent code with peripheral access, which is a problem without a general solution. Furthermore, a static decomposition approach prevents portability across devices with...
different storage capacitors. In contrast, Coala avoids forcing any assumptions at compile time and adapts to energy storage capacity and incoming energy conditions at runtime.

Memory Virtualization. Prior work on embedded systems has studied a variety of memory virtualization strategies relating to Coala. TinyOS [38] and nesC [18] support dynamic memory management. Later work extended the memory manager to support memory virtualization backed by flash memory [36] and to ensure memory and type safety [15]. SOS [24], Contiki [16], and T-kernel [22] also developed memory management abstractions that virtualize memory size and provide safe and indirect access. Maté [37] developed full virtual machine support for sensor nodes, virtualizing not just memory resources, but other states and peripherals. The goal of Coala is to provide consistent, intermittent execution, leveraging the benefits of efficient bulk copying. In contrast, prior efforts focused more on programmability and runtime reliability properties provided by virtual memory.

A related domain is unbounded, page-based transactional memory and deterministic parallel runtime systems [6, 9]. These works have a different mechanism and purpose than Coala—ensuring that data are consistent and deterministically updated during concurrent executions. Their similarity with Coala is in managing state to ensure consistency at the granularity of pages to amortize checking and tracking costs. Coala’s paging implementation, which keeps a shadow page for each page to use during commit, is similar to the shadow paging scheme used for transactional commit [9].

10 CONCLUSIONS
Software for intermittently powered energy-harvesting devices requires a dedicated runtime system. Coala is a new task-based system whose distinguishing feature is its adaptability to changing energy conditions at runtime. When more energy is available, Coala makes faster progress through the computation by coalescing statically defined tasks. When less energy is available, progress is latched at sub-task granularity. Coala’s page privatization system ensures that program state in non-volatile memory remains consistent and amortizes the cost of state transfer between volatile and non-volatile memory. Our evaluation across applications on a real embedded energy-harvesting device demonstrates the utility of Coala, as well as the practicality of the proposed implementation.
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